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Theproblemof robust reliable tracking control on the omnidirectional rehabilitative trainingwalker is examined.Thenewnonlinear
redundant input method is proposed when one wheel actuator fault occurs. The aim of the study is to design an asymptotically
stable controller that can guarantee the safety of the user and ensure tracking on a training path planned by a physical therapist.
The redundant degrees of freedom safety control and the asymptotically zero state detectable concept of the walker are presented,
the model of redundant degree is constructed, and the property of center of gravity constant shift is obtained. A controller that can
satisfy asymptotic stability is obtained using a common Lyapunov function for admissible uncertainties resulting from an actuator
fault. Simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method and verify that the walker can provide safe sequential
motion when one wheel actuator is at fault.

1. Introduction

Modern control applications are characterized by the pres-
ence of multiple actuators inducing the same effects on the
plant dynamics. It is a natural way to introduce redundancy
into a control scheme for enhancing reliability. However, how
do we realize reliability using these redundant actuators?
When the actuator fault has been detected, nonfault function-
ing actuators canmaintain the sequential working of a system
that normally operates with redundant actuators. Then, what
are the changes of the system performance? Clearly, these
problems are fundamentally important in modern con-
trol theory. Considering theoretical study and engineering
applications simultaneously, there are many problems worth
studying. This paper will start a certain extent research on
omnidirectional rehabilitative training walker.

Omnidirectional walker (ODW) is a class of typical
wheeled mobile robots that have redundant actuators. That
can help patients undergoing rehabilitation training move in
any direction on a flat surface and can be programmed to
follow specific training trajectories that make up recovery
training programs for various illnesses and injuries. Image of
the ODW is presented in Figure 1.

The effectiveness of ODW in rehabilitation has been
verified through clinical tests [1, 2], which has motivated
research into various aspects of ODW performance. The
work in [3] studied the problem of robust control using a
kinematic equation; however, the kinetic equation was not
analyzed. Consequently, the analysis could not account for
patients with different weights. The work in [4, 5] researched
tracking control onmobile robots using a kinematic equation.
It was found that tracking neglects the mass and inertia
matrix when the loads are overweight, and consequently
tracking precision is reduced. An adaptive controlmethod for
the ODW was discussed in [6–8]. The kinetic equation was
improved by considering the center of gravity shifts and load
fluctuations caused by users.The adaptive controller obtained
favorable tracking. However, many parameters needed to be
adjusted in the controller. To operate effectively in real-world
applications, the control algorithm must guarantee that they
can follow a prescribed path accurately.

Extensive results about tracking control and nonlinear
control have been reported in literature. For example, track-
ing control for stochastic modeling was studied in [9, 10],
fuzzy logic tracking control for autonomousmobile robotwas
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Figure 1: Omnidirectional walker and omniwheel.

investigated in [11], dynamic output feedback for nonlinear
systems was addressed in [12, 13], fuzzy control was studied
in [14], and dissipativity-based sliding mode control was
studied in [15]. Note that all the abovementioned results were
obtained under the assumption that the actuator motors are
fault-free.However, in practical applications, actuator failures
are often unavoidable. Therefore, to guarantee performance
safety, the controller must be reliable [16, 17]. To ensure
system reliability, many modern control applications, partic-
ularly in aircraft and robotic systems, are characterized by
redundant actuators [18, 19].

From previous studies, we know that the ODW has a
redundant actuator degree of freedom [20]. In [20], the
problemof center of gravitywhich does not shiftwas solved in
tracking control. Actuators are very important in transferring
the controller output to the plant. Therefore, determining
how to maintain both stability and a bound of a certain cost
in the presence of actuator failures is a worthwhile endeavor.
Previous research assumed that actuators never fail and can
reliably stabilize wheeled mobile robots, including the ODW.
This assumption ignores safety issues. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, the corresponding problems on safety
of the redundant input system when actuators fail have not
been investigated yet, while research in this area is clearly very
important from both theoretical and practical points of view,
which motivate us to carry out the present work.

In this study, the main contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows.

(i) The redundant input is very important when one
actuator fails. In this study, a redundant input kinetic
model is constructed by separating the corresponding
columns of the control matrix.

(ii) The property of center of gravity constant shift is
obtained. The controller is gotten for admissible con-
trol actuator failures; that is, the resulting design
could tolerate the actuator failure and maintain the
stabizlity of the system by constructing a common
Lyapunov function.

(iii) Reliability goals are intended to ensure system per-
formance and are not exclusively related to safety.
When an actuator fails, the corresponding column of
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Figure 2: Structure of omnidirectional walker.

the control matrix will be separated from the orig-
inal control matrix. The structure of system will be
changed.Therefore, maintaining system tracking per-
formance is very important. The sufficient condition
of tracking error performance is derived for admissi-
ble uncertainties that an actuator fault causes.

(iv) As an application, the robust reliable tracking control
on the ODW is considered. On the basis of the
redundant inputmodel, the efficiency of the proposed
scheme is demonstrated. The proposed method can
be extended to solve safety problems in other wheeled
mobile robots.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the model of the ODW with redundant degree
of freedom is formulated. The main results that provide a
solution to the robust reliable tracking control problem are
presented in Section 3. Simulation results are given in Section
4, and concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.

Notation. The following notations are used throughout the
paper: for a vector 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅

𝑘, the 2-norm of 𝑥 is defined as
|𝑥| = (𝑥

𝑇
𝑥)
1/2; for a matrix𝑋,𝑋−1 denotes its inverse and𝑋𝑇

denotes its transpose; for a matrix 𝑄, 𝜆max(𝑄) and 𝜆min(𝑄)
are defined as the maximum eigenvalue and the minimum
eigenvalue of 𝑄, respectively. 𝐼 denotes the identity matrix
with an appropriate dimension.

2. Redundant Input Model of
the Omnidirectional Walker

The coordinate settings and structure used to develop the
safety control for the ODW are shown in Figure 2. We will
deduce the redundant input model on the basis of the kinetic
equation in [21].

In Figure 2,

Σ(𝑥, 𝑂, 𝑦): absolute coordinate system
Σ(𝑥

, 𝐶, 𝑦

): translation coordinate system
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V: speed of the ODW
V𝑖: speed of an omniwheel
𝑓𝑖: force on each omniwheel
𝐺: center of gravity of the walker
𝑟0: distance between 𝐺 and the center of gravity due
to the load
𝛼: angle between the 𝑥 axis and the direction of V
𝛽: angle between the 𝑥 axis and 𝑟0
𝐿: distance from the center of the ODW to each
omniwheel
𝑙𝑖: distance from the center of gravity to the middle of
each omniwheel
𝜃𝑖: angle between the 𝑥 axis and the position of each
omniwheel
𝜙𝑖: angle between the 𝑥 axis and 𝑙𝑖.

The kinetic model is expressed as

𝑀0𝐾�̈� +𝑀0�̇��̇� = 𝐾
𝑇

𝐺
𝐹, (1)

where

𝑀0 =
[

[

𝑀 +𝑚 0 0

0 𝑀 + 𝑚 0

0 0 𝐼
0
+𝑚𝑟
2

0

]

]

, 𝐾 =
[

[

1 0 𝑝

0 1 𝑞

0 0 1

]

]

,

𝑋 =
[

[

𝑥𝐶

𝑦𝐶

𝜃

]

]

, 𝐾
𝑇

𝐺
=
[

[

− sin 𝜃1 sin 𝜃2 sin 𝜃3 − sin 𝜃4
cos 𝜃1 − cos 𝜃2 cos 𝜃3 cos 𝜃4
𝜆1 −𝜆2 −𝜆3 𝜆4

]

]

,

𝜆1 = 𝑙1 cos (𝜃1 − 𝜙1) ,

𝜆2 = 𝑙2 cos (𝜃2 − 𝜙2) ,

𝜆3 = 𝑙3 cos (𝜃3 − 𝜙3) ,

𝜆4 = 𝑙4 cos (𝜃4 − 𝜙4) ,

𝑝 =

1

2

[(𝜆1 − 𝜆3) sin 𝜃 + (𝜆2 − 𝜆4) cos 𝜃] ,

𝑞 =

1

2

[(𝜆2 − 𝜆4) sin 𝜃 − (𝜆1 − 𝜆3) cos 𝜃] ,

𝐹 =

[

[

[

[

𝑓1

𝑓2

𝑓3

𝑓4

]

]

]

]

,

(2)

where𝑀 is the mass of the ODW, 𝑚 is the user’s equivalent
mass, which varies according to the user’s weight andwalking
disability, and 𝐼0 is the inertia of mass of the walker. 𝑚𝑟2

0
is

the inertia of mass cause by𝑚. 𝑓1, 𝑓2, 𝑓3, and 𝑓4 are the input
forces of the system; �̈�𝑐, ̈𝑦𝑐, and ̈

𝜃 are the output of the system;
𝑚 and 𝑟0 are variable parameters.

As can be seen from the differential equations (1), the
system is nonlinear because the direction angle 𝜃 changes
over time. 𝜃 is the angle between the 𝑥 axis and the position
of the first omniwheel, 𝜃 = 𝜃1, then we have 𝜃

2
= 𝜃 + 𝜋/2,

𝜃3 = 𝜃 + 𝜋, and 𝜃4 = 𝜃 + 3𝜋/2. Although four control
input forces are found, 𝑓1, 𝑓2, 𝑓3, and 𝑓4, only three are
independent. This implies that the walker has a redundant
degree of freedom.

The problem of center of gravity constant shift will be
solved in this paper. From the expression of 𝑝, 𝑞, we can
obtain

�̇� = −𝑞
̇
𝜃,

̇𝑞 = 𝑝
̇
𝜃.

(3)

To deal with the problem of center of gravity constant
shift, using matrix (𝑀0𝐾)

𝑇 premultiplication (1). The kinetic
model can be expressed as

𝑀1�̈� + 𝑀2�̇� = 𝐵 (𝜃) 𝐹, (4)

where

𝑀1 =

[

[

[

[

(𝑀 + 𝑚)
2

0 𝑝(𝑀 + 𝑚)
2

0 (𝑀 + 𝑚)
2

𝑞(𝑀 + 𝑚)
2

𝑝(𝑀 + 𝑚)
2
𝑞(𝑀 + 𝑚)

2
(𝐼0 + 𝑚𝑟

2

0
)

2

+

(𝑀 + 𝑚)
2

4

[(𝜆1 − 𝜆3)
2
+ (𝜆2 − 𝜆4)

2
]

]

]

]

]

,

𝑀2 =
[

[

0 0 −𝑞
̇
𝜃(𝑀 + 𝑚)

2

0 0 𝑝
̇
𝜃(𝑀 + 𝑚)

2

0 0 0

]

]

,

𝐵 (𝜃) =
[

[

− (𝑀 + 𝑚) sin 𝜃 (𝑀 + 𝑚) cos 𝜃 − (𝑀 + 𝑚) sin 𝜃 (𝑀 + 𝑚) cos 𝜃
(𝑀 + 𝑚) cos 𝜃 (𝑀 + 𝑚) sin 𝜃 − (𝑀 + 𝑚) cos 𝜃 (𝑀 + 𝑚) sin 𝜃

𝜆31 𝜆32 𝜆33 𝜆34

]

]

,

𝜆31 = − (𝑀 + 𝑚)𝑝 sin 𝜃 + (𝑀 + 𝑚) 𝑞 cos 𝜃 + 𝜆1 (𝐼0 + 𝑚𝑟
2

0
) ,

𝜆32 = (𝑀 + 𝑚)𝑝 cos 𝜃 + (𝑀 + 𝑚) 𝑞 sin 𝜃 − 𝜆2 (𝐼0 + 𝑚𝑟
2

0
) ,
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𝜆33 = − (𝑀 + 𝑚)𝑝 sin 𝜃 − (𝑀 + 𝑚) 𝑞 cos 𝜃 − 𝜆3 (𝐼0 + 𝑚𝑟
2

0
) ,

𝜆34 = (𝑀 + 𝑚)𝑝 cos 𝜃 + (𝑀 + 𝑚) 𝑞 sin 𝜃 + 𝜆4 (𝐼0 + 𝑚𝑟
2

0
) .

(5)

Definition 1. For a nonlinear system

�̇� (𝑡) = 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝐵𝑢 (𝑡) . (6)

For control matrix 𝐵 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛×𝑚, if rank(𝐵) = min{𝑛,𝑚}, then

𝐵 has redundant degree of 𝑑 (𝑑 = max{𝑛,𝑚} − min{𝑛,𝑚}).
Control actuators with less 𝑑 are at fault; the other actuators
can sustain regular motion of the system (6); we can state the
system can realize safety using redundant degree of freedom.
Furthermore, if the system (6) can track the prescribed path
sequentially when control actuators of less 𝑑 are at fault, we
can say the system (6) can guarantee tracking cost.

Remark 2. In fact, the control matrix 𝐵 has a nullspace
of 𝑑 dimension in which 𝑢(𝑡) can be perturbed without
affecting the system dynamic. These redundant actuators are
not functional when all redundant actuators are fault-free.
However, if some actuators of less 𝑑 are at fault, the redundant
actuators are very important to maintain safe sequential
motion. Many modern control applications have redundant
actuators to promote system safety.

The problem of safety control in the presence of actuator
failures that may occur in the control channels is considered.
Thewalker can realize safety reliable tracking control through
its redundant degree of freedom. The fault actuator input
force will be separated from (4) to obtain the following
redundant input model:

𝑀1�̈� + 𝑀2�̇� = 𝐵0 (𝜃) 𝐹0 + Δ𝐵0 (𝜃) Δ𝐹0. (7)

Define 𝐵0(𝜃)𝐹0 = 𝑢(𝑡), Δ𝐵0(𝜃)Δ𝐹0 = 𝜔(𝑡). So

𝑀1�̈� + 𝑀2�̇� = 𝑢 (𝑡) + 𝜔 (𝑡) , (8)

where 𝐹0 denotes the normal control input force of the
system.Δ𝐹0 is regarded as extrinsic bounded interference that
represents the input force of actuator failure and satisfies

−




𝑓𝑖




max ≤ Δ𝐹0 (𝑡) ≤





𝑓𝑖




max, 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4. (9)

Remark 3. Many modern control applications are character-
ized by multiple actuators. Modern aircrafts, especially mili-
tary planes, often use redundant actuators to improvemaneu-
verability and reliability [22]. The ODW has a redundant
actuator that is not important when the ODW is in normal
motion; however, it is very important to guarantee the safety
of the ODWwhen an actuator is at fault.Therefore, construc-
tion of the redundant model (8) becomes very important.

Remark 4. As in [23], the generalized force 𝜏 can be decom-
posed as the dissipative force, the control force, and the
random excitation force. In this study, the control input

𝐹 in (4) can be decomposed as 𝐹0 and Δ𝐹0 in (7). 𝐹0 is
caused by the control input acting on the system, and Δ𝐹0

is caused by the control input of an actuator failure. It is
worth noting that Δ𝐹0 will produce the uncertain term of
Δ𝐵0(𝜃)Δ𝐹0. It is well known thatmechanical systems are often
subject to uncertainty, which can significantly affect system
performance [24, 25]. The purpose of this study is to solve
the ODW safety problem under the uncertainty Δ𝐵0(𝜃)Δ𝐹0.
When an actuator fails during the course of system operation,
Δ𝐵0(𝜃) is the corresponding column of the control matrix
𝐵(𝜃) and regards uncertainty extrinsic bounded interference.

The desired motion trajectory is 𝑋𝑑, and the actual
motion trajectory is𝑋; therefore, tracking error 𝑒(𝑡) is

𝑒 (𝑡) = 𝑋𝑑 − 𝑋,

̈𝑒 (𝑡) = �̈�𝑑 − �̈�,

(10)

where

𝑒 (𝑡) = (

𝑒1 (𝑡)

𝑒2 (𝑡)

𝑒3 (𝑡)

) = (

𝑥𝑑 − 𝑥

𝑦𝑑 − 𝑦

𝜃𝑑 − 𝜃

) , 𝐸 (𝑡) = ̇𝑒 (𝑡) . (11)

The error state equation is

𝑀1
̈𝑒 + 𝑀2

̇𝑒 = 𝑀1�̈�𝑑 +𝑀2�̇�𝑑 − 𝑢 (𝑡) − 𝜔 (𝑡) . (12)

This paper is to design a robust controller for the system
(12) such that, for center of gravity constant shift and
extrinsic bounded interference Δ𝐵0(𝜃)Δ𝐹0, the following two
requirements are simultaneously satisfied.

(C1) The error system (12) is asymptotically stable.

(C2) Given 𝛾 > 0, 𝜌1 > 0 and 𝜌2 > 0, the tracking error
performance satisfies

∫

∞

0

‖ ̇𝑒 (𝑡)‖
2

2
𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝜌1𝑉 (0) + 𝜌2 ∫

∞

0

‖𝜔 (𝑡)‖
2

2
𝑑𝑡. (13)

Remark 5. This study examines the problem of tracking
control. Tracking error is an important performance index.
Therefore, the guaranteed tracking cost is given as (13) such
that the tracking error 𝑒(𝑡) is restricted an upper bounded
when the structure of the system (4) is changed as a result
of actuator failure. This approach (13) has the advantage of
providing the upper bound on a given performance index,
and thus the systemperformance degradation incurred by the
model bounded interference is guaranteed to be less than this
bound.
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3. The Design of the Robust Controller

Our purpose is to design a safety controller that can track
the paths defined in walking training programs to ensure
compliance with the rehabilitation regime when one wheel
actuator fault occurs and center of gravity constant shifts.
The robust tracking control for the error state equation (12)
is stated as follows.

Definition 6. If there exist control laws 𝑢(𝑡), such that for all
admissible actuator failures, the error state equation (12) is
asymptotically stable and the corresponding tracking error
function (13) is satisfied, then 𝑢(𝑡) is said to be a guaranteed
safety robust reliable control law.

Remark 7. The safety control can be realized when the
actuator fault has been detected. Therefore, three nonfault
functioning actuators canmaintain the programmed sequen-
tial motion of a walker that normally operates with four actu-
ators. The corresponding fault column was separated from
the control matrix 𝐵(𝜃) and regarded as extrinsic bounded
interference. At the same time, the initial input forces must
increase to compensate for the tracking error. This condition
is dangerous for both the walker and trainer.The functioning
actuators will be damaged by the disproportionate input
forces, and the walker will lose stability. Here, robust reliable
control and the tracking error function have been proposed
to address this issue.

Definition 8. The ODW error tracking system

𝑀1
̈𝑒 + 𝑀2

̇𝑒 = 𝑀1�̈�𝑑 +𝑀2�̇�𝑑 − 𝑢 (𝑡) − 𝜔 (𝑡) ,

𝑦 (𝑡) = 𝑒 (𝑡)

(14)

is called asymptotically zero state detectable if for any 𝜀 > 0,
there exists 𝛿(𝜀) > 0, such that when |𝑦(𝑡 + 𝑠)| < 𝛿 holds for
some 𝑡 ≥ 0, ℎ > 0, and 0 ≤ 𝑠 < ℎ, we have ‖𝐸(𝑡)‖ < 𝜀.

Remark 9. Definition 8 is the asymptotic zero state detect-
ability concept. Detectability is a useful property when
addressing asymptotic stability. Here, asymptotic zero state
detectability is a limited-time norm observability.

Proposition 10. The center of gravity is constant shift for the
ODW, and𝑀+𝑚 = 𝐶,𝐶 is a constant.Then, �̇�1 = 𝑀2 +𝑀𝑇2 .

Proof. The center of gravity is constant shift, which is the
center of gravity that gets to a fixed point. So, 𝜆𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4
is a constant. When𝑀+𝑚 = 𝐶, we obtain

�̇�1 =
[

[

[

0 0 −𝑞
̇
𝜃(𝑀 + 𝑚)

2

0 0 𝑝
̇
𝜃(𝑀 + 𝑚)

2

−𝑞
̇
𝜃(𝑀 + 𝑚)

2
𝑝
̇
𝜃(𝑀 + 𝑚)

2
0

]

]

]

. (15)

From the expression of 𝑀2, we complete the proof of
Proposition 10.

Remark 11. The center of gravity is constant shift that is a
general phenomenon due to the load changes for Wheeled
Mobile Robot, including the ODW.This phenomenon causes

that the ODW cannot accurately follow a training path
planned by a physical therapist for walking rehabilitation.
Maybe, the ODWwill bump into an obstacle, so, it is danger-
ous for the user. Proposition 10 is an important conclusion for
solving the problem of center of gravity constant shift.

Next, we design control laws for the system (12) by
employing a common Lyapunov function technique to solve
the problem of guaranteed safety control for admissible
actuator failures.

Theorem 12. Considering the redundant input error state
equation (12), suppose that there exist scalar symmetric matri-
ces 𝑃 > 0, 𝑄 > 0, positive constants 𝛾 > 0, 𝜌1 > 0 and
𝜌2 > 0, and that the system of (12) is asymptotically zero state
detectable. Then, the control input (16)

𝑢 (𝑡) = 𝑢𝑓 +

𝑀2 +𝑀
𝑇

2

2

̇𝑒 (𝑡) ,

𝑢𝑓 = 𝑀1�̈�𝑑 +𝑀2�̇�𝑑 − (𝑀2 −

1

2𝛾
2
𝐼) ̇𝑒 (𝑡) + 𝑄 ̇𝑒 (𝑡) + 𝑃𝑒 (𝑡)

(16)

solves the problem of robust reliable tracking control for actu-
ator failures.

Moreover, the tracking error performance satisfies

∫

∞

0

‖ ̇𝑒 (𝑡)‖
2

2
𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝜌1𝑉 (0) + 𝜌2 ∫

∞

0

‖𝜔 (𝑡)‖
2

2
𝑑𝑡. (17)

Further, the control input forces are given by

𝐹0 = 𝐵
−1

0
(𝜃) [𝑀1�̈�𝑑 +𝑀2�̇�𝑑 − (𝑀2 −

1

2𝛾
2
𝐼) ̇𝑒 (𝑡)

+ 𝑄 ̇𝑒 (𝑡) + 𝑃𝑒 (𝑡) +

𝑀2 +𝑀
𝑇

2

2

̇𝑒 (𝑡)] .

(18)

Proof. 𝑀1 is a positive symmetric matrix. Define the Lya-
punov function

𝑉 (𝑡) =

1

2

̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡)𝑀1

̇𝑒 (𝑡) +

1

2

𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝑃𝑒 (𝑡) . (19)

The time derivative of𝑉(𝑡) along the trajectory of system (12)
is given by

�̇� (𝑡) = ̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡)𝑀1

̈𝑒 (𝑡) +

1

2

̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) �̇�1

̇𝑒 (𝑡) + ̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝑃𝑒 (𝑡)

= ̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) [𝑀1�̈�𝑑 +𝑀2�̇�𝑑 −𝑀2

̇𝑒 (𝑡) − 𝑢 (𝑡) − 𝜔 (𝑡)]

+ ̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝑃𝑒 (𝑡) +

1

2

̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) �̇�1

̇𝑒 (𝑡)

= ̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) [𝑀1�̈�𝑑 +𝑀2�̇�𝑑 −𝑀2

̇𝑒 (𝑡) − 𝑢𝑓 + 𝑃𝑒 (𝑡)]

− ̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡)

𝑀2 +𝑀
𝑇

2

2

̇𝑒 (𝑡) +

1

2

̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) �̇�1

̇𝑒 (𝑡) − ̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝜔 (𝑡)
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= ̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) [𝑀1�̈�𝑑 +𝑀2�̇�𝑑

− (𝑀2 −

1

2𝛾
2
𝐼) ̇𝑒 (𝑡) − 𝑢𝑓 + 𝑃𝑒 (𝑡)]

−

1

2

(

1

𝛾

̇𝑒 (𝑡) + 𝛾𝜔 (𝑡))

𝑇

(

1

𝛾

̇𝑒 (𝑡) + 𝛾𝜔 (𝑡))

+

1

2

𝛾
2
𝜔
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝜔 (𝑡)

≤ ̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) [𝑀1�̈�𝑑 +𝑀2�̇�𝑑

− (𝑀2 −

1

2𝛾
2
𝐼) ̇𝑒 (𝑡) − 𝑢𝑓 + 𝑃𝑒 (𝑡)]

+

1

2

𝛾
2
𝜔
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝜔 (𝑡) .

(20)

From (16) and Proposition 10

�̇� (𝑡) ≤ − ̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝑄 ̇𝑒 (𝑡) +

1

2

𝛾
2
𝜔
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝜔 (𝑡) . (21)

Choosing 𝜆min(𝑄) > (1/2)𝛾
2
𝜔
2
(𝑡), we have

�̇� (𝑡) < 0. (22)

Thus, according to the asymptotical zero state detectabil-
ity, the error state equation (12) is asymptotically stable.

In the following, we show that the system satisfies the
tracking error performance. Furthermore, integrate the ineq-
ualities (21) from 0 to∞ on both sides, it follows

∫

∞

0

�̇� (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 ≤ ∫

∞

0

− ̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝑄 ̇𝑒 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 +

1

2

∫

∞

0

𝛾
2
𝜔
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝜔 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡,

−𝑉 (0) ≤ −∫

∞

0

̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝑄 ̇𝑒 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 +

1

2

∫

∞

0

𝛾
2
𝜔
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝜔 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡,

∫

∞

0

̇𝑒
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝑄 ̇𝑒 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝑉 (0) +

1

2

∫

∞

0

𝛾
2
𝜔
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝜔 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡,

∫

∞

0

𝜆min (𝑄) ‖ ̇𝑒 (𝑡)‖
2

2
𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝑉 (0) +

1

2

𝛾
2
∫

∞

0

𝜔
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝜔 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡,

∫

∞

0

‖ ̇𝑒 (𝑡)‖
2

2
𝑑𝑡 ≤

1

𝜆min (𝑄)
𝑉 (0)

+

1

2𝜆min (𝑄)
𝛾
2
∫

∞

0

𝜔
𝑇
(𝑡) 𝜔 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡.

(23)

Let 𝜌1 = 1/𝜆min(𝑄), 𝜌2 = 𝛾
2
/2𝜆min(𝑄); therefore

∫

∞

0

‖ ̇𝑒 (𝑡)‖
2

2
𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝜌1𝑉 (0) + 𝜌2 ∫

∞

0

‖𝜔(𝑡)‖
2

2
𝑑𝑡 (24)

is the tracking error performance upper bound of system (12).
This completes the proof of Theorem 12.

Remark 13. The safety reliable controller is easily solved by a
common Lyapunov function, and the tracking error perfor-
mance upper bound, required to prevent the initial oversize
input forces caused by the initial tracking error, can be
obtained from𝑉(𝑡).We propose amethod that is much easier
to satisfy than the partial differential inequalities in [26]. In
addition, reliable control for linear systems against actuator
faults by the introduction of an adaptivemechanism has been
researched in [27, 28]; fault values must be estimated online
and adjust control law tomaintain satisfactory performances.

Remark 14. A new method against actuator faults has been
proposed by separating the corresponding columns of the
control matrix based on redundant degree of freedom. The
fault valuesmust not be estimated online comparedwith gen-
eral reliable controller design, and reliable tracking control
can be realized by others nonfault functioning actuators.

4. The Simulation Results

In this section, the proposed robust redundant input reliable
tracking control algorithm is verified by theODW linear path
tracking simulation.

Consider actuators that may fail during the course of
system operation. Suppose that for any 𝑡, only one actuator
fails. Without loss of generality, we consider that the fourth
actuator is at fault. Thus, the error state system (12) can be
rewritten as

𝑀1
̈𝑒 + 𝑀2

̇𝑒 = 𝑀1�̈�𝑑 +𝑀2�̇�𝑑 − 𝑢 (𝑡) − 𝜔 (𝑡) , (25)

where 𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐵0(𝜃)𝐹0, 𝜔(𝑡) = Δ𝐵0(𝜃)Δ𝐹0, and

𝐵0 (𝜃) = [

− (𝑀 + 𝑚) sin 𝜃 (𝑀 + 𝑚) cos 𝜃 − (𝑀 + 𝑚) sin 𝜃
(𝑀 + 𝑚) cos 𝜃 (𝑀 + 𝑚) sin 𝜃 − (𝑀 + 𝑚) cos 𝜃

𝜆31 𝜆32 𝜆33

] ,

Δ𝐵0 (𝜃) =
[

[

(𝑀 + 𝑚) cos 𝜃
(𝑀 + 𝑚) sin 𝜃

𝜆34

]

]

, 𝐹0 =
[

[

𝑓1

𝑓2

𝑓3

]

]

,

Δ𝐹0 = 𝑓4.

(26)

In a typical rehabilitation scenario, the ODWmust follow
a predefined path that consists of a series of linear paths.Here,
to verify the tracking performance of the proposed method
rigorously, we assume that the walker follows a linear path.
The reference trajectory𝑋𝑑 is described by

𝑥𝑑 (𝑡) = 20 (1 − 𝑒
−0.1𝑡

) ,

𝑦𝑑 (𝑡) = 20 (1 − 𝑒
−0.1𝑡

) ,

𝜃𝑑 (𝑡) =

𝜋

2

.

(27)

The physical parameters of the ODW used in the simulation
are𝑀 = 58 kg, 𝐿 = 0.4m, 𝛾 = 0.1, 𝐼0 = 27.7 kg⋅m2, and load
𝑚 = 60 kg. The centers of constant shift are 𝑟0 = 0.1m, and
𝛽 = 𝜋/4.
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Figure 3: Trajectory tracking of 𝑥 position.
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Figure 4: Trajectory tracking of 𝑦 position.

As an example, we consider the stuck failure of the
fourth actuator, 𝑓4 = 1N. The ODW has extrinsic bounded
interference 𝜔(𝑡) = [(𝑀 + 𝑚) cos 𝜃 (𝑀 + 𝑚) sin 𝜃 𝜆34]

𝑇.
The controller parameters are 𝑃 = diag{1000, 800, 1000} and
𝑄 = diag{1800, 1900, 1800}. The simulation results are given
in the following figures.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 plot the trajectories of the 𝑥 and 𝑦

positions and the orientation angle, respectively. The error
state equation (12) can realize asymptotic stability in limited
time. The input forces are shown in Figure 6. The other actu-
ators input energies converge to neighborhood of zero when
one actuator is stuck in failure. So, three nonfault functioning
actuators can maintain the programmed sequential motion
of the ODW that normally operates with four actuators and
restrain extrinsic bounded interference 𝜔(𝑡) resulting from
the fourth actuator fault. The reliable control method can
guarantee the walker’s continuous safe motion when one
actuator fails.

To verify the effectiveness of redundant input reliable
control to deal with actuator failures, we conducted compara-
tive simulations with the four input forces controller. If all the
actuators are normal, the redundant inputmethod is not used
to decompose the kinetic model (4); the error state equation
is

𝑀1
̈𝑒 + 𝑀2

̇𝑒 = 𝑀1�̈�𝑑 +𝑀2�̇�𝑑 − 𝑢 (𝑡) , (28)
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Figure 5: Trajectory tracking of angle.
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Figure 6: Input forces.

where 𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐵(𝜃)𝐹, using the same Lyapunov function
𝑉(𝑡), and the four control input forces 𝑓𝑖 can be expressed
as follows:

𝐹 = 𝐵 (𝜃) [𝑀1�̈�𝑑 +𝑀2�̇�𝑑 −𝑀2
̇𝑒 (𝑡)

+ 𝑄 ̇𝑒 (𝑡) + 𝑃𝑒 (𝑡) +

𝑀2 +𝑀
𝑇

2

2

̇𝑒 (𝑡)] ,

(29)

𝐵 (𝜃) = 𝐵
𝑇
(𝜃) (𝐵 (𝜃) 𝐵

𝑇
(𝜃))

−1

, (30)

where 𝐵(𝜃) is the pseudoinverse of control matrix 𝐵(𝜃) in
model (4).

Using the controller (29), and while all of the parameters
do not change, the walker can follow the specified training
trajectory 𝑋𝑑. The simulation results are given in the follow-
ing figures.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 plot the tracking performance of the
ODW for the 𝑥 position, 𝑦 position, and orientation angle,
respectively. Figure 10 plots the input forces of the ODW. It
is evident that the walker can realize asymptotic stability and
trajectory tracking.These simulation results demonstrate that
the controller (29) is only effective when all the actuators
are fault-free. However, one wheel actuator 𝑓4 fails abruptly
when the ODW is in motion; the walker must rely on
the remaining three functioning actuators to maintain the
training sequence. The results of the comparative simulation
are presented in the following figures.
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Figure 7: Trajectory tracking of 𝑥 position.
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Figure 8: Trajectory tracking of 𝑦 position.
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Figure 9: Trajectory tracking of angle.

As shown in Figures 11, 12, and 13, after approximately
70 s, the ODW can track training trajectory of 𝑥 position;
the tracking error is larger than that in Figure 3. However,
the ODW cannot track training trajectory of 𝑦 position and
orientation angle; the error state equation (12) cannot realize
asymptotic stability. Figure 14 shows the input forces fluctuate
partly in the first 70 s because the ODW do not stabilize. In
particular, the user may be in danger because the actual path
is far from the desired path in Figures 12 and 13. Given such
dramatic deviation from the desired path, the ODW could
bump into an obstacle and potentially even be a danger to
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Figure 10: Input forces.
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Figure 11: Trajectory tracking of 𝑥 position.
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Figure 12: Trajectory tracking of 𝑦 position.

others in the rehabilitation facility because of the unstable
input forces in Figure 14.

We developed the safety mechanism to ensure that
patients would have the best opportunity to regain normal
walking ability through a variety of ODW training programs.
The redundant input reliable control method exhibits good
tracking performance for a training path planned by a
physical therapist when one actuator fault occurs and the
center of gravity is constant shift, and the user is safe
even though a wheel actuator fails. Therefore, according
to Definition 1, the proposed control method, which was
verified by simulations, can ensure patient safety and satisfy
the tracking performance.
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Figure 14: Input forces.

5. Conclusions

Guaranteeing the safety of patients using the ODW when
an actuator fault and the center of gravity constant shift
occur is very important. The nonlinear robust redundant
input reliable control method is proposed. By using the
common Lyapunov function, the obtained safety controller
can stabilize the walker. The tracking results are consistent
with a preprogrammed training path designed by a medical
professional. The proposed method focuses on actuator
failures, which have not been addressed in previous studies.
Simulation results for a new synthesis design to resolve safety
issues associated with actuator failures have demonstrated
the effectiveness of the proposed method. It is probable that,
besides the ODW, the proposed method can also be applied
to other wheeled mobile robots.

The robust reliable controller can track the path planned
by a physical therapist when one wheel actuator is at fault
based on the assumptions that the center of gravity is constant
shift. However, the position of the center of gravity is usually
time varying during the walking training. To address this
issue, further work will focus on developing a new control
method.
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